Shantui Bulldozer SD16

Main parameters:
Blade capacity 4.5 CBM
Operating weight: 17000kgs

Main configuration:
Weichaichai SC8D143G2B1 engine, 120/1850kw/rpm

Optional parts:
Air condition, Three-shank-ripper, fuel heater

Advantages of Shantui Bulldozer SD16

SD16 SHANTUI dozer equipped with WP10G178E355 Weichai engine, power enough, easy to maintain, with higher combustion efficiency and environment-friendly advantages, in line with the country III emission standards. Character swing beam, balance beam suspension structure, connecting the frame and walking system, workload and impact load when the job is transmitted to the mainframe, effectively improve the stability of small bulldozer in complex conditions when operating. Closed system, so that the tank pressure to maintain a certain value, the cooling water can increase the evaporation temperature and cooling efficiency. Power from the engine fan, forced air to enhance the cooling effect. Eye-catching signs, prompt and accurate owner proper maintenance, battery maintenance-free; open type hood internal components fully exposed, easy inspection and maintenance SHANTUI SD16 is the most popular model of China bulldozer.

OUR SERVICE
* Guarantee period: We can offer 12-month warranty for all the machinery that we exported, during that time if there have some problems caused by machine quality without improper operation, we can offer the replace genuine parts by DHL to clients freely to make sure the machine in high-efficiency work.
* Spare Parts: Our experience on the machine and spare parts supplying more than 7 years, we are trying to offer Genuine Shantui spare parts with best prices, quick response and professional service.
Find us for more details